CORONAVIRUS CLOSINGS

The coronavirus is continuing to spread around the world. The coronavirus spreads from person to person. People who have the coronavirus may go to events with big crowds and spread the coronavirus to other people. Many leaders are canceling events with big crowds, hoping to stop the coronavirus from spreading. The events include parades, festivals, concerts, sports events and more. Many schools and businesses are closed too. If a school is closed, the students do not go to the school building. They may do classes online from home instead. Some people may have to work online from their homes instead of going into office buildings.
CORONAVIRUS CLOSINGS

The coronavirus illness continues to spread.

The coronavirus spreads from person to person.

Sick people can spread the coronavirus in crowds.

Many leaders are canceling events with big crowds.

Leaders hope canceling events will stop the spread.
The events include parades, festivals, concerts, sports events and more.

Many schools and businesses are closed too.

Students may do classes online from their homes.

People may work online from their homes.
1. **WHAT** does the coronavirus do?

- dance
- spread
- sing

2. **WHO** does the coronavirus spread from?

- people
- zombies
- aliens

3. **WHAT** are leaders canceling?

- homework
- events
- TV shows
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